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YATI IN OKLAHOMA
JAN TILLERY
GUY BAILEY
Universityof Texas at San Antonio
ALL THE IMPORTANT MORPHOSYNTACTIC FEATURES of Southern States
American English (SSAE), yall is surely the most widely recognized
and the one that has caused the most commotion. Along with its relative
you-all (which Montgomery 1992 claims is only a kissing cousin), yall is the
subject of more than 30 articles, most of which are devoted either to the
etymology of the form or to its reputed use as a singular. Many of the 30 are
written by Southerners, who often display a religious fervor in arguing
(generally with little supporting evidence) that the form must always be a
plural.
The plethora of such articles creates an interesting paradox. In spite of
the large body of writing on yall, we know very little about the form. For
example, we know almost nothing about its social and spatial distribution
(i.e., about precisely who uses the form and exactly where it is used) and
very little about its origins or even its precise meaning. This paradox is
largely a consequence of the peculiar research strategy that underlies a
great deal of the literature on yall. Rather than basing their conclusions on
surveys of usage or ethnographic studies or even attestations in literary
dialect, most of those who have written on yall rely on what is best termed
the personal testimony of true believers. Especially in response to skeptics
who cite apparent singular uses of you-all or yall that they may have
overheard by chance, true believers simply give their personal testimony
that these forms never occur as singulars in the South. They often do so
with zeal, as in Axley's assertion that, in a lifetime of observation, he had
"never heard any person of any degree of education or station in life use
the expression you all as a singular" (1927, 343). Even Atwood (1962), in an
otherwise excellent dialect survey, relies on the strategy of personal testimony. Although he surveyed the use of yall as a plural in Texas and
Oklahoma, Atwood did not investigate its possible occurrence as a singular;
he merely asserted that the form could not be used as a singular, adding
that "if anything is likely to lead to another Civil War,it is the Northerner's
accusation that Southerners use you all to refer to only one person" (1962,
69). In fact, only one study (Richardson 1984) provides anything like
systematic evidence on the possible use of yall as a singular (she argues that
the form is used only as a plural and that apparent singular occurrences
usually reflect Southerners' exaggeration of their dialect for social effect);
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few studies provide any data at all on the social and spatial distribution of
the form, either singular or plural. A century of fervent scholarship on youall and yall, then, has produced mostly fervor.
This paper attempts to get beyond the fervor by examining data on yall
in a Survey of Oklahoma Dialects (SOD) and comparing that data to
evidence on the form in several other surveys. In doing so, it represents a
first step in sorting out the social and spatial distribution of yall and in
determining whether Southerners do in fact sometimes use the form as a
singular.
METHODOLOGY

SOD is a statewide investigation of language variation and change in
Oklahoma that includes both a random sample, tape-recorded telephone
survey and a tape-recorded field survey. We have described the methods of
both of these in detail elsewhere (Bailey 1992; Bailey, Tillery, and Wikle
1997; Tillery 1992), but we should point out here that the telephone survey
is based on a proportionate stratified random sample of telephone households in Oklahoma with the county as the stratification variable. The
number of respondents in each county reflects that county's contribution
to the total population of the state. Each county includes at least one
respondent, and the largest county (Oklahoma County) includes 151.
Within each county we randomly selected households using a computergenerated list of all possible telephone numbers (to access unlisted numbers), and within each household we interviewed the person over 18 with
the most recent birthday (to insure an adequate number of males). The
telephone survey (SOD-T), which was completed in the summer of 1991,
includes 632 respondents across a grid that matches the general distribution of the state's population (see figure 1) and allows us to make inferences about the distribution of linguistic features in Oklahoma with a
known sampling error (/-4%).
The field survey (SOD-F) makes use of purposive rather than probability
sampling with the township and range divisions used in the original settlement of Oklahoma by Anglos providing a spatial grid for organizing the
survey. Within each of the 33 township/range divisions, we randomly
selected communities as interview sites, and in these communities we
interviewed four people: someone about 80, someone about 60, someone
about 40, and someone about 20.2 Fieldwork for this survey was completed
in the summer and fall of 1993. All of the respondents in the primary
sample of 132 are white, lower-middle-class natives of Oklahoma, but in
grids with significant Native-American and African-American populations,
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1

Locationof Respondentsin SOD-T

we also interviewed respondents from these ethnic groups. One other
difference between the samples of the field and telephone surveys is
noteworthy. Whereas the location of respondents in the telephone survey
reflects the distribution of the population of Oklahoma, all of the respondents in the field survey come from communities with populations under
20,000.3 Figure 2 shows both the township/range grid system and the
locations of the 145 respondents in the field survey.
To explore the occurrence of yall in Oklahoma, we asked respondents in
both surveys whether or not they had heard the term yall. If they answered
FIGURE
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"yes,"we asked them how often they used the term themselves: "most of the
time," "some of the time," "not very often," or "never."Next we asked those
who acknowledged using yall the following question: "Canyou use yall for
just one person, or does it always have to be for more than one?" If
respondents answered 'just one," we coded the response as an acknowledgment of yall-singular; if they answered in any other way, we coded the
response as an acknowledgment of yall-plural only.4Although the question
was worded in such a way that respondents should not easily interpret 'just
one person" as referring to one person plus associates not present (the socalled associative use of yall), if any additional comments following the
answer suggested that the respondent was actually acknowledging associative uses of yall rather than yall as a true singular, the coding was changed to
indicate that the respondent was a user of yall-plural only. For instance, in
the following exchange with a 60-year-old resident of Medford, Oklahoma,
the response was coded as an instance of yall-plural only:
1. Interviewer:Canyou use yall forjust one person, or does it alwayshaveto
be for more than one?
Respondent:Could be either way,I guess.... MaybeBobby'sjust here,
you sayyou-all,meaning bring the family.
Because of the controversy over apparent singular uses of yall, we took the
most conservative approach possible in coding responses (something we
did for all items on the survey).
Respondents often followed up on their answers with fairly elaborate
comments; these comments make it clear that respondents almost always
understood what we were asking. In addition, they suggest that the debate
over yall singular is not just an academic enterprise but one in which the
general public participates as well, and they provide some insight into the
motives for using yall as a singular. For example, an 83-year-old woman
from Bryan County says that when yall is used, "it needs to be at least two"
people, while a 51-year-old school teacher from Major County indicates
that "in Oklahoma [yall] can be used for anything." A 61-year-old resident
of Cherokee County, though, suggests that it is in Tennessee that anything
goes: "for me, [yall is for] more than one; in Tennessee it isn't. I was raised
in Tennessee." (This respondent, of course, was coded as a user of yallplural only.) A 73-year-old native of Rogers County says that she uses yall
(actually you-all) as a singular and indicates when she would do so: "if I'm
real friendly with someone and know them real well, I'll say how are youall?" Even though respondents give a variety of opinions about whether or
not and where yall can be used as a singular, those opinions almost
invariably indicate that respondents understood the question, and they
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often allow us to distinguish responses that actually acknowledge yallsingular from those that acknowledge only associative uses.
Although the SOD data on yall comes from self-reports of respondents
rather than from observations of their linguistic behavior, the use of selfreports is an advantage rather than a disadvantage in this case. First, a
comparison of self-reports in an earlier random-sample telephone survey, a
Grammatical Investigation of Texas Speech (GRITS), with actual observations of usage recorded in the Texas portion of the Linguistic Atlas of the
Gulf States (LAGS) shows that for some kinds of linguistic features selfreports are probably a more valid and reliable measure of distributions in a
population than actual observations are (Bailey, Wikle, and Tillery 1997).
For example, both GRITS and LAGS elicit the morphosyntactic features
fixin to and mightcould,and the LAGS protocols also record the forms if they
occur in other parts of the interview. The primary objection to self-reports,
of course, is that informants under-report vernacular features. If observations of usage are more valid measures of the occurrence of these forms
than self-reports are, we might expect the percentage of LAGS informants
who use the forms in their interviews to be higher than the percentage of
GRITS respondents who acknowledge them. In fact, just the opposite
happens. As figure 3 shows, the percentage of acknowledgments in GRITS
is significantly higher than the percentage of LAGS subjects who use the
forms in their interviews: 78.5% of the GRITS respondents acknowledge
using fixin to, as opposed to 45% of LAGS informants who actually use it,
FIGURE 3

Percentageof TexasInformantsWho Usefixin to and mightcould
in LAGSInterviewsand the Percentageof GRITSInformants
Who AcknowledgeUsing the Forms
100

fixin to

mightcould
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and 52.4% of the GRITS respondents acknowledge using mightcould,while
only 28.2% of the LAGSsubjects use a multiple modal.5 (The percentage of
GRITS respondents who acknowledge mightcouldis higher than the projections [33%] that Di Paola, McClenon, and Ranson 1979 make on the basis
of their field survey.) This comparison of GRITS and LAGS actually understates the validity of the self-reports in GRITS, however. An examination of
just native Texans in GRITS (the subset of the population that LAGS
actually surveys) shows that the rates of acknowledgment of fixin to and
might could in GRITS are roughly twice as high as the rates of usage in
LAGS. As figure 3 indicates, whereas 45% of the Texans in LAGS used fixin
to in their interviews, 86.12% of the native Texans in GRITS acknowledge
using the form, and, whereas 28% of the Texans in LAGS used at least one
multiple modal, 60.5% of the native Texans in GRITS acknowledge using
might could.Even these figures understate the rates of acknowledgments in
GRITS, though, since they include data from Hispanics, the one group of
Texans who use both of the forms infrequently. If we remove Hispanics
from the GRITS sample, almost nine of ten native Texans acknowledge
using fixin to; nearly two-thirds acknowledge using might could. The acknowledgments of fixin to and mightcould in GRITS, then, suggest that selfreports can provide valid measures of the distribution of linguistic forms in
a population-more valid than observations of usage in some instances.
The self-reports in our surveys are also quite reliable-that is, the results
are replicable. Because the SOD telephone and field surveys elicit many of
the same linguistic features, a comparison between them should provide
some measure of the reliability of our results, and since Texas and Oklahoma are relatively similar in their demographic make-ups and social
histories, we might also expect that results from GRITSwould be similar to
those from SOD. In comparing the results from these surveys, however, it is
important to compare similar populations. The SOD field survey includes
only native Oklahomans who live in communities with populations of less
than 20,000, so a comparison with the SOD telephone survey and GRITS
must examine only parallel respondents in the two latter surveys. As figure
4 shows, when similar populations are compared in the surveys, the results
are virtually identical: the percentage of respondents in all three surveys
who acknowledge using mightcouldand fixin to differs by no more than 3%.
These results provide strong confirmation of the reliability of our methods.6
Self-reports are an advantage in this study in a second way as well.
Observations of the actual use of yall, especially observations of its use as an
apparent singular, are fraught with problems of interpretation. Richardson's
work (1984) clearly shows that studying the possible use of yall as a singular
through observations of behavior often requires the investigator to inter-
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FIGURE 4
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pret the exact reference of potential occurrences. As a result, statements
about the use of yall as a singular or an associative plural are as much
statements about the investigator's interpretation of what speakers meant
when they used the form as they are statements about what speakers
actually said. An example will illustrate this problem. Several years ago
Bailey called the research office at The University of Memphis and asked a
grants officer (a native Southerner) if she had a particular form that he
needed. The grants officer said "yes,"and Bailey indicated that he would be
over to pick up the form in a few minutes. The grants officer then said, "I'll
put it in a pick-up tray for yall." This token of yall might seem like a
straightforward singular use, but it is possible to give the token an associative reading. It may be that the grants officer, knowing that Bailey was a
department chair, assumed that even though Bailey said he would pick up
the form himself, he would actually send a secretary over to get it. In this
case, yall might refer to Bailey and whomever he might send to pick up the
form, even though Bailey was the only addressee. Then again, it might not.
The problem here is that we are trying to classify the token as a singular or
an associative plural based on what we think the grants officer meant when
she used it. Situations like these surely account for many of the disagreements about whether apparent singular uses of yall are true singulars or
associative plurals.7 The only way to resolve such disagreements, of course,
is to ask users what they mean when they use yall. Can they use yall for just
one person, or does it always have to refer to more than one? This is
precisely what our surveys ask.
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One other advantage of our methodology is that all of the responses to
questions that elicited grammatical and lexical features were written down
by interviewers as the interviews were taking place. The tape recordings,
which we audited later, provide a crosscheck on the accuracy of the interviewers' work. Neither the interviewers nor the poll manager for the
telephone survey were trained in linguistics and hence were not familiar
with the scholarly debate over some of the features being elicited, nor were
they aware of any expectations we might have had about our results. Thus
as much as is possible in a survey, SOD incorporates features of a doubleblind experiment. This strategy, of course, minimizes the effects of the
investigators on the results, a control that is especially important given the
role of interpretation in the debate over yall-singular.
Although SOD provides reliable and valid evidence on yall in Oklahoma, that evidence is not necessarily generalizable to the entire South. To
determine whether or not the SOD results reflect more general SSAE
patterns, we placed a series of questions about yall and yall-singular on the
Fall 1994 and Fall 1996 Southern Focus Polls (SFP). Run out of the Institute
for Research in Social Science at the University of North Carolina, SFP is an
omnibus polling service that conducts random sample telephone surveys
with approximately 800 Southerners and 400 non-Southerners twice yearly
for a variety of agencies. Because it oversamples the South, SFP is particularly useful for our purposes (see Bailey, Wikle, and Tillery 1997 and
Tillery, Wikle, and Bailey 1997 for further discussion of this source). On the
Fall 1994 SFP we included the same questions on yall and yall-singular that
we asked in SOD; on the Fall 1996 poll we included a question that asked
respondents whether they used you-all more often, yall more often, both
about the same, or neither one. Finally, we supplement all of these sources
with evidence from a survey of the oral business communication practices
of 220 Memphis area business professionals (conducted by Tillery in 1993),
from LAGS, and from tape-recorded interviews conducted as part of the
Springville project (see Cukor-Avila and Bailey 1995 for a description of
this project).
RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes the results from the SOD telephone and field
surveys. Not surprisingly, more than 99% percent of the respondents in
both surveys acknowledge having heard yall, and roughly nine of ten
respondents acknowledge using it at least occasionally, with native Oklahomans slightly more likely than nonnatives to acknowledge using the form.
What is quite surprising about the results, however, is the percentage of
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Percentage of Respondents in SOD-T and SOD-F Who Acknowledge
Having Heard and Using yall and yall-Singular
SOD-T (all)
SOD-T (native)
SOD-F*

Have Heardyall
627/632 (99.20%)
561/562 (99.82%)
144/145 (99.31%)

WouldUseyall
548/627 (87.40%)
500/561 (89.13%)
135/145 (93.10%)

WouldUseyall-Sing.
202/618 (32.79%)
161/499 (32.26%)
42/145 (28.96%)

*Includes only native respondents.

respondents in both the telephone and field surveys who acknowledge
using yall for just one person-that is, as a singular. The testimony of many
Southern linguists notwithstanding, nearly a third of the Oklahomans
surveyed acknowledged using yall as a singular. We might be tempted to
dismiss these results as spurious, but the convergence of results from two
surveys with different methodologies (one a telephone survey making use
of a random sample, the other a field survey relying on a purposive sample)
suggest strongly that the results are an accurate depiction of yall in Oklahoma. The data from SFP provides additional confirmation and suggests
that in regard to the use of yall, both plural and singular, Oklahoma is
much like the South as a whole.
Table 2 summarizes the data on yall and yall-singular from SFP and from
LAGS; figure 5 reorganizes some of the data in tables 1 and 2 to make
comparisons among surveys easier.8 In both the 1994 and 1996 SFPs,
roughly eight of ten respondents (and an even higher percentage of native
respondents) acknowledge using yall, figures that are similar to the percentage of LAGS subjects who use the form in their interviews (see figure
5).9 Moreover, the percentage of respondents who acknowledge the use of
TABLE 2
Percentage of SFP Respondents Who Acknowledge Having Heard
and Using yall and yall-Singular and Percentage of LAGS Respondents
Who Use the Forms in Their Interviewers
SFP-94 (all)
SFP-94 (natives)
SFP-96 (all)
SFP-96 (natives)
LAGS*

WouldUseyall
738/938 (78.68%)
495/561 (88.23%)
657/783 (83.91%)
423/470 (90.00%)
756/914 (82.71%)

WouldUseyall-Singular
228/738 (30.89%)
140/495 (28.28%)
N/A
N/A
7/107 (6.54%)t

*Includes only native respondents.
tNote that yall-singular was not systematically elicited in LAGS; these figures
come from Montgomery (1996).
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FIGURE 5

Percentage of LAGS Subjects Who Use yall and yall-Singular
and Percentage of Respondents in SOD-T, SOD-F, SFP-94, and SFP-96
Who Acknowledge Using yall and yall-Singular
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yall for just one person in the Fall 1994 SFP is quite similar to the rates of
acknowledgment in SOD-T and SOD-F (again, see figure 5). Further, as
figure 6 shows, acknowledgments of yall-singular occur throughout the
South. The five samples represented in figure 5 differ primarily in that
LAGS shows little evidence of yall used as a singular. The 107 LAGS
speakers for whom we have evidence on yall-singular, however, represent

FIGURE
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less than 10% of the total LAGS sample. Because yall-plural generally
occurred in free conversation, LAGS field-workers frequently did not ask
questions about either yall or yall-singular. (Note that the LAGS question
for yall-singular is a follow-up to the question for yall-plural.) As a consequence, it is difficult to reach any conclusions about yall-singular based on
LAGS.Thus given the convergence of results from the two SOD surveys and
SFP,we cannot simply dismiss yall-singular as just a devious Yankee rumor.
The results from the Memphis business communication survey provide still
more confirmation that at least some Southerners can use yall as a singular.
As part of the survey, Tillery asked business professionals if they used yall in
their oral business communications and if they ever used yall for just one
person in those communications. This survey differs from SOD and SFP in
that it explores language in a more formal context, so we might expect
lower rates of acknowledgment. Even in this formal context, however, some
15% of the respondents (33 of 220) acknowledge using yall for just one
person.
The evidence from SOD and SFP clearly indicates, then, (1) that yall is
used by most residents both of Oklahoma and of the South as a whole (and
not surprisingly by virtually all natives of the region) and (2) that a sizable
minority of both Oklahomans and other Southerners (perhaps as many as
a third) use yall as a singular as well as a plural. Neither yall-plural nor yallsingular, though, is used equally by all segments of the population. Both
SOD-T and SOD-F elicit a wide range of sociodemographic information
about respondents, including information such as respondents' rating of
the state and their local neighborhoods as well as the standard social
variables of age, sex, ethnicity, education, income, and occupation. To
explore the effects of these sociodemographic variables on acknowledgments of yall and yall-singular, we did a multivariate analysis (using the
GLM procedure in SAS) of both the SOD-T and SOD-F data. As Bailey and
Dyer (1992) point out, multivariate analysis is particularly useful for examining the effects of social variables on linguistic ones since it allows investigators to determine whether or not those effects are independent of one
another. Table 3 provides a list of the sociodemographic variables and a
summary of the results of the analysis.
As table 3 shows, the only factor that had a significant independent
effect (at the .05 level) on yall-plural in SOD-T was age; in SOD-F, both age
and the religious preference of respondents had independent effects. In
both surveys the oldest age group acknowledges the use of yall significantly
less frequently than the other three age groups do; among the younger
three age groups, virtually all of the respondents acknowledge using the
form (see figure 7). This pattern is quite similar to the apparent time
distributions for both SFP and LAGS, as figure 8 shows.10In Tillery, Wikle
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TABLE

3

Multivariate Analysis of the Effects of Social Variables on yall and yall-Singular
Social Variables
Age
Nativity
Rurality (size of current residence)
Size of place of longest residence
Years in present neighborhood
Sex

yall
.001

SOD-T
yall-Singular
.007

*

*

*
*

SOD-F

yall

yall-Singular

.001

*

N/A

N/A

.01

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

.001
.01

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

**

*
Education
*
Occupation
*
Income
Ethnicity
Rating of Oklahoma as a place to live *
Rating of neighborhood as a place
*
to live
Perception of the regional identity
*
of Oklahoma
*
Marital status
N/A
Religious preference
R2 (explained variance)
.13

*

*

*

N/A
.04
.21

N/A
.09

N/A
.23

*Indicates variables that are not significant at the .05 level.
and Bailey (1997), we show that this apparent time pattern reflects not only
the continuing expansion of the distinctively Southern second-person
FIGURE 7
Percentage of Respondents in SOD-T and SOD-F Who Acknowledge
Using yall by Age Group
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FIGURE 8

Percentage of Informants in LAGS Who Use yall and Percentage
of Respondents in SFP Who Acknowledge Using yall by Age Groups
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plural forms over time (both within and outside the South), but also the
spread of yall at the expense of you-all.
The effect of religious preference on yall in the SOD-F data is misleading. The majority of the respondents in SOD-F are Baptists, but eight of the
ten respondents who say that they never use yall have some other religious
preference (Methodist or Catholic). The operative factor here, though, is
probably not religion but subregion of Oklahoma. As table 3 shows, the set
of sociodemographic variables used in the multivariate analysis did not
include a category for subregion of the state. In Oklahoma, however,
religious preference correlates strongly with subregion: Baptists dominate
in areas of the state settled from the South and non-Baptists in areas settled
from the Midwest (see Bradley et al. 1992 and Shortridge 1977). All but one
of the respondents who say they never use yall are over 60 years of age and
live in areas settled largely from the Midwest. Six of the ten are in grids in
northern Oklahoma that border Kansas (grids 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 in figure
2 above), and three more are in grids (11, 13 and 19) that were also settled
largely from the Midwest." The data from SOD-T provide further
confirmation that subregion, rather than religious preference, is the operative factor. Of the 15 counties in which acknowledgments of yall are below
66% in SOD-T, 11 are in the area settled from the Midwest. As Southard
(1993) has shown, this area has substantially fewer Southern linguistic
features than the rest of the state has. What appears at first to be the effect
of religion in SOD-F, then, is actually a subregional effect that has diminished over time. Among the oldest Oklahomans, yall occurs less frequently
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in areas settled from the Midwest, but among younger Oklahomans the
form has expanded rapidly until it is now used by virtually everyone in the
state.
Age also significantly affects acknowledgments of yall-singular in SOD-T,
but in this case the middle two age groups acknowledge the form more
often than the oldest or youngest do (see figure 9). Again, the configuration
parallels the age distribution for yall-singular in SFP (in SOD-F the three
youngest age groups are roughly equal in their rates of acknowledgment).
Rurality is the only other variable with an independent effect on yallsingular in SOD-T, with residents of the two large metropolitan areas
(Oklahoma City and Tulsa) acknowledging the form more often than
other Oklahomans.12Precisely why these variables have significant effects is
not clear. Our initial hypothesis was that they might reflect the presence of
nonnatives in the SOD-T sample. The majority of nonnative Oklahomans
live in the metropolitan areas and belong to the two middle-age groups,
and the testimony of many Southerners that yall cannot be used as a
singular makes nonnative residents immediate suspects. However, the multivariate analysis shows that nativity has no independent effect-in fact, in
the SOD-T sample a larger percentage of native than nonnative Oklahomans acknowledge using yall as a singular (35.46% vs. 20.41%).
The constraints on yall-singular in SOD-F are also somewhat puzzling.
Table 3 indicates that education and gender are the only factors that have
independent effects in SOD-F. Since we tried to control for education in
SOD-F (we tried to interview respondents who had graduated from high
FIGURE 9
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school but not college), the educational range in the sample is rather
narrow. Although most respondents had only a high-school education,
some had a semester or two of college, while others had training in technical
institutes, barber colleges, and so on. Acknowledgments of yall-singular are
more common among respondents with some additional education (see
figure 10), and they are more common among males (see figure 11).
Although education and gender are not significant in SOD-T and SFP, the
configurations are like those in SOD-F, as figures 10 and 11 show.
FIGURE

10

Percentage of SOD-F, SOD-T, and SFP-94 Respondents Who
Acknowledge Using yall as a Singular by Educational Level
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FIGURE 11
Percentage of SOD-F, SOD-T, and SFP-94 Respondents Who
Acknowledge Using yall as a Singular by Gender
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These constraints suggest no obvious social motive for the use of yall as a
singular, but they do show that the form is not simply an aberration used by
Northerners who move to the South or by Southerners who have little
education or station in life. In fact, the SOD data suggests that the form is
more likely to be used by better educated Oklahomans than by less educated ones, by urban residents than by rural ones, by middle-aged adults
than by older or younger ones, and by men than by women. The data from
SFP confirms all of these except for the rurality constraint. In light of the
constraints on yall-singular, perhaps a better hypothesis might be that the
form is used by native Southerners, especially those who live in areas with
large numbers of non-Southerners or who are in contact with non-Southerners in their work-as a badge of local identity, that is, as a way of
affirming local values in the face of widespread migration into the area by
outsiders who (often unwittingly) pose a threat to local values. The comments of the yall-singular user from Rogers County cited above (p. 4)
support this hypothesis, and the occurrence of monophthongal /ai/ before
voiceless obstruents in Texas provides an example of another feature that
seems to be used in this way. Data from a Phonological Survey of Texas
shows that monophthongal /ai/ correlates strongly with how respondents
rate Texas as a place to live (Tillery 1992). Those who rate Texas as
excellent or good are much more likely to have this feature than are those
who rate the state fair or poor. Identity with Texas, then, is the crucial social
correlate for monophthongal /ai/ before voiceless obstruents.
Thomas Nunnally (1994) has offered a second hypothesis for the emergence of yall as a singular. He suggests that it may well be expanding to fill
the role of a polite singular,just as you did several centuries ago. He points
out that many of the citations of yall-singular show the form occurring at
the edges of discourse-in greetings, partings, and so forth.'3 The following citation, provided to us by Robin Sabino (1994), certainly fulfills this
function. Sabino overheard an African-American waitress in an Opelika,
Alabama, restaurant say to a customer eating alone, "How are you-all's
grits?" Note also the citation from the grants officer at The University of
Memphis cited above (p. 7) and the many citations gathered by Bradley
Harris (1995). Determining whether yall-singular emerged to fill the role
of polite singular or whether local identity plays a role in its use is beyond
the scope of this paper, but these hypotheses offer a starting point for
research on the motivation for the form.
SOMETOKENSOF SINGULAR
YALL

The convergence of the results from SOD-T, SOD-F, SFP,and the Memphis business communication survey, along with the comments of SOD
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respondents, suggests strongly that yall can be used as a singular by a
significant minority of Southerners (perhaps by as much as a third of the
population), but the survey data provides no actual tokens of yall-singular.
However, occurrences of yall-singular are easy enough to find, the testimony of many Southern linguists notwithstanding. For instance, the 1 March
1993 episode of Evening Shade, a television show written and produced by
Southerners, includes an example of yall-singular. In that episode, a sassy
teenager recently arrived from Brooklyn visits the local ice cream parlor,
where she vehemently ridicules the small Arkansas community. As she
leaves the store, the middle-aged proprietor gives the teenager her comeuppance by simply smiling and saying to her (and to her alone), "Yallcome
back now, you hear?"A 1937 Bob Wills recording of "Oozlin' Daddy Blues"
(Vocalion 03693) provides another example. Wills (from Turkey, Texas)
and his vocalist Tommy Duncan (from Whitney, Texas) have this short
spoken dialog over the instrumental introduction to the song:
2. Bob: Lord, Lord, Tommy.
Tommy:What'sthe matter?
Bob:Yougot your dictionarywith you?
wantwith a dictionary?
Tommy:WhatYALL
Bob: I wantto look up this new word, this here new word.
Tommy:Whatword'sthat?
Bob: That word oozlin', boy. [Wills1937]
It is hard to give either of these citations a plural reading, but one might
object that they occur in performances rather than in naturally occurring
dialog. Nonperformance citations are also easy enough to find, though.
Like the example cited above, the following token is from a Western Swing
musician from Texas, Clyde Brewer, but it comes from a remembered
conversation, not a performance:
3. [Clyde] said, "Idon't even have a mandolin right now."Johnsaid, "Cliff
said meet him at Bob Senay'smusic store in the morning and he'll buy
y'all a mandolin."[Coffey 1997, 42]
The ethnolinguistic fieldwork of Cukor-Avila and Bailey in the rural
Texas community of Springville provides still more examples of yall used as
a singular, all of them tape-recorded and hence verifiable.'4 We examined
transcripts of interviews with 13 African Americans and four Anglos and
found at least one unambiguous token of yall-singular in the transcripts of
four of the African Americans and one of the Anglos (all of these people
use yall-plural as well). In addition, we found one token of yall-singular
used by an interviewer.
4. An' so, the boys told him, "Lee,when YALLgetting' married?"Said, "I
guess when I meet the right girl."[whitefemale, born 1907, describing
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

comments addressed to her son, who was a bachelor and dating no one
at the time; recorded Feb. 89]
Well you know, I'm gonna tell YALLthe truth, Patricia. You mus' remember. You see, you live in a new worl'. [African-American male, born 1913,
talking only to Cukor-Avila;recorded May 96]
Boy, if I'd have knowed that ol' Carla was goin' to be that bad down there
in Masonville, I'd have left an' went back to San Antonio.... My sister
was callin' 'bout every two hours or somethin'. . . . "How's it doin' down
here? YALLbetter come on up here." [African-American male, also born
in 1913, recounting the havoc caused by hurricane Carla; since he was
off working away from home, yall presumably refers to him alone;
recorded Aug. 88]
W: I jus' kep' a-talkin' to you....
F: Much as Y'ALLtalkin' this here stuff it's pushin' its harm an' its filth.
[African-American female, born in 1963, arguing with a male who
has been spreading rumors about her; he alone is spreading the
rumors; recorded Feb. 89]
FW:An' where are they stayin'? Down there in that house?
R: Uh huh. They stayin' down there. They stay in the third house now.
You know when YALLwas down here las' time they was stayin' in that
secon' one. Now they stay in the third one. [African-American female, born 1979, addressing only Cukor-Avila, who had also made
the earlier visit by herself; recorded June 96]
An' so I tol' him, "YALLneed to leave people alone" [Informant in (10)
addressing a boy who was picking on her at school; the context does not
suggest the involvement of other people; recorded]
FW: You, the young-, YALLthe youngest?
R: My sister is the youngest, Natalie's mother is the youngest.... [FW is
a white male, a native Southerner born in 1950 who says he cannot
use yall as a singular, addressing one person who lives in a nearby
community; recorded Aug. 88]

Montgomery (1996) argues that yall-singular is so rare as to be of little
interest, but the Springville corpus suggests otherwise. The seven tokens
above come from a quick examination of a fraction of the Springville
corpus (less than 10%), and in these texts the form is more frequent than
at least one other crucial feature of SSAE-multiple
modals. Moreover, the
corpus includes a large number of institutional, associative, and ambiguous
tokens that seem to be bridges between plural and singular yall. Consider
the examples below, all from the speaker represented in numbers (8) and
(9) above.
11. YALLcome to Bryan? [asking the Swan man if his company serves Bryan]
12. When YALLgo to Bryan, YALLtake 21 or don't YALL?[addressed

only to

Cukor-Avila,but perhaps referring also to Bailey, who was not present]
13. What time YALLget YALL'Scheck? [asking a friend when her paycheck
would be ready]
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Tokens such as these suggest that the semantics of yall-plural are quite
complex (cf. Montgomery 1996) and that the use of yall as a singular may
be a natural extension of some common "plural"uses of the form.
CONCLUSION

The data from the Springville corpus, then, confirms what the selfreports from SOD, SFP, and the Memphis business communication survey
suggest: even as yall has spread to virtually everyone in the South, its scope
has also expanded to include singular uses for at least some Southerners,
the testimony of many Southern linguists notwithstanding. The fact that
roughly a third of our respondents acknowledge using yall as a singular
may provide a clue as to why a century of fervent scholarly debate has
produced mostly fervor. Interestingly, the one position that linguists have
not taken is that Southerners vary in their norms for yall, with some of
them using the form only as a plural and others using it also as a singular.
Yet that is precisely what the data from both self-reports and conversational
interviews shows. Linguists, it seems, have tried to impose invariance on
what is in fact a variable phenomenon, and much of the controversy over
yall-singular is simply a consequence of linguists' failure to recognize this
variability. That failure is in large part a result of the reliance on intuition,
haphazard observation, and personal testiYmonyand of personal involvement with the dialect being investigated. It is hard to have intuitions about
other people's usage, and even the sharpest observations are of limited
value unless they are observations of a representative sample of people.15
Most important, though, yall in Oklahoma reminds us that language is not
an artifact of linguists' intuitions and testimonies, but rather an evolving
cultural system that is negotiated in the day-to-dayverbal interactions of its
users. In these negotiations, yall has emerged as a singular for some
Oklahomans but not for others.
NOTES

The research for this paper was supported by a series of grants from the
National Science Foundation (BNS-8812552,BNS-9009232,and BNS-9109695),
the National Geographic Society, Oklahoma State University,The Universityof
Memphis,and the Universityof Nevadaat LasVegas.Wewish to thankTom Wikle,
our coprincipalinvestigatorfor SOD, LaurieErvin,the poll managerfor SOD-T,
and SonjaDavenport,Lori Sand, and Dave Groughner,the field-workersfor SODF,for their assistance.Our spelling of yallwithoutan apostrophereflectsour belief
that the form is not a contraction but a fused form that developed during the
process of grammaticalization(see Tillery,Wikle,and Bailey1997).
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1. For a comprehensive list of the relevant work, see McMillan and Montgomery
(1989).
2. To select communities randomly, we used a computer program that randomly placed a dot in the grid; we chose the community closest to the dot. We
repeated the procedure twice to obtain back-up communities. Working through
local postmasters, field-workers then selected speakers who fit predetermined
criteria (e.g., native to the community, high school education).
3. We did not set out to interview only residents of communities with populations under 20,000. The random selection of communities simply produced this
configuration.
4. Before this question was used, it (along with the entire protocol) underwent
extensive field testing to eliminate ambiguity and minimize biases that might
develop from the wording of the questions. Typically, we tested several versions of
each question. For example, we tested the following alternative for yall-singular:
"Do you always use yall for more than one person, or do you sometimes use it for
just one?" This version elicited a slightly higher rate of acknowledgment for yallsingular, but respondents also found it more confusing. We are particularly grateful to our poll manager, Laurie Ervin, for her help in developing questions. Ervin
has a Master's degree in survey research and has managed a number of surveys for
the sociology and political science departments at Oklahoma State University. Her
expertise proved invaluable.
5. The validity and reliability of the self-reports used here are a consequence of
the SOD methodology (i.e., random sampling of respondents, careful pretesting of
questions, and development of a protocol that encourages honest responses) and
of the kinds of items we investigated. Self-reports certainly have no inherent
reliability and validity-we share the skepticism of others toward them-and are
inappropriate for many items (see Bailey, Wikle, and Tillery 1997 and Bailey,
Tillery, and Wikle 1997 for further discussion).
6. For further discussion of issues of reliability, see Bailey, Wikle, and Tillery
1997.
7. The fact that studies of yall are based on linguists' guesses about people's
intentions means that for many linguists there can never be an unambiguous
singular use of yall. With enough imagination, it is possible to give almost any token
of apparent yall-singular a plural reading, as this example illustrates.
8. Note that for the Fall 1996 SFP and for LAGS, responses for you-all and yall
have been combined; SOD and the Fall 1994 ask only about yall, although it is clear
from the comments of some of the SOD respondents that many who would use youall simply interpreted questions about yall as referring to you-all too.
9. In fact, a chi-square comparison of the yall-singular data for SOD-T and the
Fall 1994 SFP shows that the differences between the two surveys are not significant
at the .05 level. When only native respondents are considered, differences in
acknowledgments of yall-plural among SOD-T, the Fall 1994 SFP,and the Fall 1996
SFP are not significant at .05 either. The results for SOD-F are significantly different from both SOD-T and SFP; these differences reflect differences in the survey
populations for the samples. All of the respondents in SOD-F are native Oklahomans from communities with populations less than 20,000. The differences between the full SFP samples and SOD-T in acknowledgments of yall reflect demographic differences between Oklahoma and more populous Southern states. States
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like Virginia, Florida, Georgia, and Texas include a much larger percentage of nonnatives than Oklahoma does. These demographic factors significantly affect acknowledgments of yall in SFP. See Tillery, Wikle, and Bailey (1997) and Bailey,
Wikle, and Tillery (1997) for a more detailed discussion.
10. In SFP, acknowledgments of yall are also significantly affected by features
associated with "Southernness" (i.e., residence in the South at age 16, identity as a
Southerner, and Southern accent). See Tillery, Wikle, and Bailey (1997).
11. The one respondent who is not in the area settled from the Midwest (she is
in grid 29) is one of the few African Americans in the corpus and is the only person
under 60 who denies using yall.
12. The fact that the SOD-F acknowledgments of yall are significantly different
from those in SOD-T (at the .05 level) is further confirmation of the impact of
rurality. This is the only variable for which SFP does not parallel SOD-T; rural
respondents are slightly more likely to acknowledge yall as a singular in SFP,but the
differences are not significant.
13. The same point was actually made some 70 years ago by Krapp (1925) and
Morrison (1926), both of whom testified to hearing singular uses of yall.
14. See Cukor-Avilaand Bailey (1995) for a discussion of the Springville project.
15. We might point out that the results confirm the intuitions of the first author
and, much to his chagrin, disconfirm those of the second.
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